
Expedia Group’s app support team slashed non-English language response time 

with Unbabel Tickets while maintaining emotionally intelligent customer support.

Translating empathy into 
quick multilingual support 
at Expedia Group

Case study — Travel



Executive Summary
Expedia Group’s User Happiness Team delivers 
superior mobile app experience and technical 
support to users globally. For non-English 
language app support, they use Unbabel  
Tickets. Since implementing Unbabel Tickets, 
Expedia Group’s user advocates can respond to 
customer emails in their native language, in near 
real time. This has greatly helped a small team 
of agents cut down response time and improve 
the customer experience by making it more 
personal. Key User Happiness metrics reflect 
the speed and authenticity of Expedia Group’s 
multilingual customer support with Unbabel, 
with CSAT scores consistently exceeding  
94% in non-English language and First Reply  
and Full Resolution Time reduced by 50%  
and 45%, respectively. 

Expedia Group at a glance
Expedia Group brands provide the only global  
full-service online travel agency in 70+ countries 
offering flights, hotels, rental cars, cruises activities, 
attractions, and full vacation packages. Their online 
services attract over 750M monthly visits and 
more than 2M active corporate travelers. With 
Expedia Group, travelers have access to over 25,000 
destinations with over 550+ affiliated airlines and  
over 1M+ properties.

www.expedia.com

Key figures
> 750 million monthly visits

Users in > 70 countries

> 25,000 destinations

93% CSAT overall average
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Like all businesses working in the 

travel and tourism industries, Expedia 

Group knows it’s essential to deal in 

multiple languages. Time-sensitive 

issues and fluctuating ticket volumes 

are other important factors.  

Travel is a luxury for many, for others a business 
necessity; it’s somewhere between product, service 
and experience. That’s why businesses in the travel 
industry face a range of complex, high-stakes 
customer inquiries. It’s already frustrating to deal 
with cancellations, delays, erroneous bookings or 
price discrepancies, so when users contact support 
on top of these travel setbacks, agents need  
to exhibit high levels of emotional intelligence.

Successfully resolving problems begins with letting 
frustrated customers know that they empathize  
with these very real issues. To achieve this with  
non-English language users, fast and natural 
translation is central. 

Have emotional intelligence, will travel
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Kristina Mercier is the Senior Manager 

of Expedia Group’s User Happiness 

team — a lean team tasked with 

understanding common issues  

from customer conversations and 

transforming them into actionable 

insights. They handle the mobile 

app experience for eight of Expedia 

Group’s brands globally, meaning 

they need to be able to respond  

to customer inquiries in a variety  

of languages, in real-time.

Embedded in the larger product team, advocates 
help the company glean common issues from 
customer conversations and transform them into 
actionable insights. “We play an important role in 
product decision making and product roadmaps,” 
Mercier says.

Emails are their main channel. While Mercier 
ensures her team’s responses maintain Expedia 
Group’s values, she encourages her advocates  
to lend their individual character to their work  

“We really champion that personal touch,” she says. 
The problem was the inability to maintain that 
personable touch across all languages naturally 
and speedily.

In Customer Service, it is a constant struggle to 
balance speed and efficiency against empathy. 
Handling issues as quickly as possible is important, 
but it’s also crucial to remember that behind each 
ticket is a person who does not want to be treated 
like a number.

Mercier’s team could promptly reply to users in their 
native English. For many other languages, however, 
the team was using online translation tools. For 
Asian languages, they had to rely on an Expedia 
Group translation team outside of her department. 
Advocates needed a way to offer equal support 
value to their non-English language users. 

There were several problems. Foremost was time: 
It took around 24 hours to translate a message in 
many non-English languages, while Asian languages 
took up to 48 hours. 

Challenges and objectives
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Mercier explains that ”we didn’t have an efficient 
way of communicating via writing in a timely 
manner.” These delays hurt the user-advocate 
relationship because it prevented any real sense 
of a conversation to help understand the user’s 
problem. 

Secondly, using online tools made accuracy nowhere 
near perfect. Bad translations could lead to 
misunderstandings, which only further delayed 
the support process. Customers stuck in support 
limbo are likely to submit multiple queries, creating 
bottlenecks that exacerbate the problem and 
diminish Mercier’s overall goal of delivering more 
emotionally intelligent support at Expedia Group.

While AI is important for the service industry,  
it still falls short of exhibiting an authentic human 
style, which is a  factor in maintaining the emotional 
intelligence needed for user satisfaction. Mercier,  
for one, would not want to lose the individual  

“voices” of each team member.

Common support issues are when users have 
trouble using the app or accessing bookings. 
Sometimes, users would need support while they 
were already travelling, which puts the pressure on 
agents to provide emotionally resonant support, fast. 

Mercier’s objectives were simple: to improve 
response time significantly, to perfect accuracy  
to avoid misunderstandings, and to put emotional 
intelligence at the center of every user interaction,  
in every language. 

Of course, the goal was to achieve all this as quickly 
and as cost-efficiently as possible. 
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Expedia Group’s User Happiness team turned to 
Unbabel Tickets, which translates customer queries 
through a combination of AI and humans. Emails 
from users are first translated by sophisticated 
Neural Machine Translation, and then the global 
Unbabel community of human translators  
double-check the results.

For Mercier, installing the software with Unbabel for 
Zendesk Support “was a breeze.” It was just a matter 
of downloading the software and hitting a single 
button. With hardly any onboarding, agents were 
immediately getting communications from a wide 
range of languages translated into clear English. 

Slashing wait times while boosting CSAT
Being able to manage those non-English language 
users in real-time was “a complete transformation  
for the team,” Mercier says. 

Since implementing Unbabel, Expedia Group’s  
User Happiness team saw First Reply Time drop  
by 50%, from 24 hours to 12 hours, and full 
resolution time by 45%, from 40 hours to 22 
hours — meaning that now customers needing  
app support are taken care of the same day they 
write in. 

This improved response time means more tickets 
get resolved quicker. Unbabel also reduces 
operational costs by giving this light and lean  
team the perfect tool to respond like a much  
larger support staff.

Getting immediate help is a big part of customer 
satisfaction, and more so if the interaction feels 
like a conversation. Likewise, when customers get 
responses in their own language — especially when 
they sound natural — their brand trust increases.

Delivering authentic multilingual support, 
quickly and at scale

“I don’t think we could be doing  
as well as we are doing right now 
with our non-English language 
users without Unbabel.”

— Kristina Mercier, Senior Manager of User Happiness team
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With Unbabel, Expedia Group has a cost-effective 
way to provide native-quality support in not  
only primary languages like Spanish, French,  
Italian and Japanese, but also for long-tail languages 
like Vietnamese and Thai. Having no difference  
in the speed and quality of translation empowers  
a customer-centric business like Expedia Group  
to give superior service even in the face of  
fluctuating volumes.

The proof is in the numbers: within 6 months of 
using Unbabel, CSAT for foreign language tickets 
increased by 2.3%, from 92.4% to 94.7%. Simply 
put, with Unbabel, Expedia Group’s User Happiness 
team was able to  exceed their customers’ already 
incredibly high expectations.

Happy advocates, happier customers 
Customer support for the travel industry isn’t 
like typical commodities: timing is very sensitive, 
there can be unexpected issue spikes, and most 
importantly, customers have a lot on the line. 
Expedia Group’s advocates wanted to be able  
to help every user equally.

Offering value to every user equally means not  
only smoother operations, but fewer feelings  
of impatience and frustration from users and for 
advocates. This more positive work experience  
is also great for employee retention, helping 
reduce staff turnover and costly onboarding.

“Making [users] wait because they 
spoke a non-English language 
was unacceptable. With Unbabel, 
not only is the user happier,  
but the advocates are happier.”

— Kristina Mercier, Senior Manager of User Happiness team
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A great CX built on a hybrid approach 
Wherever AI can improve speed, efficiency  
and accuracy, Mercier thinks we should consider  
its implementation. On the other hand, the  
pros of automation can’t come at the expense  
of authentic human customer experience. Humans 
bring emotional intelligence, and that’s where  
true customer experience value comes from.

“If we automate, how are we adding value to 
customer service and customer experience?”  
Mercier asks, concluding that if it’s not “going  
to really impact and improve customer service  
and customer experience… you might not want  
to automate at that time, and keep that human 
element super strong in that area.”

Customer-centric companies that are quick to  
adopt AI, but are sensible enough to keep the  
human element, demonstrate to their customers 
how much they value great user experience. 

This is the future Mercier speaks about: Where 
technological advancements first serve to enhance 
communication and empathy between a brand and 
its users; and second, to empower support workers 
to employ their individual character and emotional 
intelligence for higher-level problem-solving. With 
Unbabel, Expedia Groups is already moving toward 
this future.

By combining the speed and scale of MT with  
the authenticity that can come only from a native 
speaker, Unbabel is helping Mercier to build on  
that foundation and empower both customers  
and agents.

The Unbabel effect:

50% decrease in  
first time reply
From 24 hours to 12 hours

45% decrease in  
full resolution time 
From 40 hours to 22 hours

Higher CSAT in 
foreign languages 
6 months before using Unbabel: 92.4
6 months after using Unbabel: 94.7
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Key takeaways
The travel industry presents unique challenges. 
Unbabel is up to all of them. 

• The travel industry needs great support that’s 
always ready to respond in any language with 
minimal wait times. The best support translation 
platforms need to do this with a human touch.

• Expedia Group’s User Happiness team achieved 
this with Unbabel Tickets. Combining its expertise 
in AI and human translation with Expedia Group’s 
winning track record in online booking guarantees 
that all their brands will continue to be a leading 
name in their field. 

Near real time translation and record-time 
implementation. 

• Setting up Unbabel Tickets was as quick as a 
download and the click of a button. The user 
advocates needed hardly any time to learn  
the software.

• Getting translation time down to just a few 
minutes was a massive improvement from before 
Expedia’s reps used Unbabel Tickets, and First 
Reply and Resolution time declined by 50%  
and 45%, respectively. 

Authentic service adds real CX value  
and empowers agents.

• Because Mercier and her team not only handle 
customer support on the user end, but also 
influence Expedia Group’s products with their 
unique customer-facing insights, having the best 
tool to engage as deeply and empathetically with 
all users is vital for business success. 

• Making sure the level of customer-support 
excellence is extended to every Expedia Group 
user around the globe equally depends on the 
combination of advanced AI with a human  
element that powers Unbabel’s multilingual 
support. More than speed, accuracy and efficiency, 
it’s the success of authentic communication made 
possible by Unbabel Tickets that infuses the 
customer experience with emotional intelligence. 

• By giving agents the tools they need to increase 
the breadth and depth of their customer  
support, Expedia Group has improved its 
employee experience. Unbabel has elevated 
agents who already excelled at their job by 
translating their empathy into many languages. 
This results in something of a virtuous cycle:  
the ability to handle multilingual queries 
makes agents feel more empowered, and more 
empowered agents provide better service.
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At Unbabel, we believe language shouldn’t stand
in the way of relationships. Learn how we can  
help you serve customers in any language,  
with fast, fully integrated translations of the 
content powering your support operations:

https://unbabel.com/customer-service/

https://unbabel.com/customer-service/

